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Abstract: In 2007, OCLC conducted five case studies of library, archive and museum collaboration in order to document collaboration across Libraries, Archives and Museums (LAMs.) The resulting report, “Beyond the Silos of the LAMs: Collaboration Among Libraries, Archives and Museums”[1] introduced a new framework for viewing collaboration, the “collaboration continuum.” This presentation will provide an update on the report case studies and, importantly, connect the concept of convergence to the more recent report, “Research and Learning Agenda for Archives, Special, and Distinctive Collections in Research Libraries” (2017.)[2] This new report has proposed seven topical areas of investigation. We will focus on “Frameworks for Distributed Responsibility” for born digital materials as an example of an area ripe for convergence. We will use Five Colleges[3] and Museums10[4], as an exemplar and explore the potential for a “greenfield” organizational framework for supporting born-digital collections across the research library and academic museum. Bringing these initiatives together to the SAA Research Forum will instigate renewed exploration of actual and tangible inter-institutional collaboration that has the potential to lead LAMs from collaboration to convergence in the areas the professions will most benefit from being converged.

Audience Takeaways:
1. What tools could equip museum, library and archive professionals to do fact finding at their institutions to explore readiness for collaboration and to identify areas that are ripe for convergence?
2. How are their institutions situated on the collaboration continuum and what would be drivers and catalysts to distributing responsibility?
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